Valinor Farm Barn Rules:


Act responsibly and keep safety in mind at all times.



Regular Barn hours are from 9:00 am to 8:00 pm. If you need to be here outside of those
hours, just let us know.



NO SMOKING or alcoholic beverages on the premises. You are responsible for your guests.



When parking do not block the driveways, any doors, gates or other vehicles. During busy
times please park in the driveway along the paddocks or on the far side of the indoor. Do
not drive your personal vehicle out to the cross country course, or on any of the fields.



All riders are required to wear a safety helmet when mounted and must sign a release
form before riding.



Never use tack or equipment that belongs to others without their permission.



Paddock gates should be secured at all times. Gates left unlatched can swing open
unexpectedly and cause accidents.



Leave the area as clean as you found it, put your things away and sweep up your cross tie
area. Wash dirty items outside, not in the inside sinks. Dump dirty tack cleaning water
outside. The wash stall drain clogs easily, cover it with the mat if you are grooming,
sweep up when you are done.



Turn all lights off when you are not using them and when you leave. The outside flood
lights and the indoor lights are expensive to run, please turn them on just before you ride
and turn them off as soon as you are done.



Children are to be supervised by a responsible person at all times, and are not to be left
unattended.



Dogs are welcome if they are friendly, but please keep them on a leash. When you are
riding they should be left in your car or stall.



Grass areas should not be used for flat work. We work hard to keep the grounds at Valinor
healthy and green. Please work with us to maintain them by not riding on bare spots,
staying on the roads and edges of the fields and do not ride on the grass if it’s wet or
muddy. This will help to prevent unnecessary damage to the turf.



Jumping Cross-County fences is prohibited outside of lessons.



Lunge in the cliff ring whenever possible, in the indoor only when absolutely necessary
and never on the grass. Do not lunge in any area where others are currently riding. No
free lunging or loose horses are allowed in any of the rings at any time.



Please pick out your horses feet when leaving the indoor.

